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Life on Mars
The idea of life on Mars is one that has long sparked the curiosity of artists, 
scientists and dreamers alike. The poet Himali Singh Soin delves into 

some of the latest concepts shaping our relationship with the Red Planet in a 
half-Buzz, half-Bowie journey through space
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Named after the Roman god of war, the planet Mars is the 
colour of the blood that runs through our veins. Mars 

is both the nearest planet to Earth and, in idiomatic terms, 
represents distance – a Martian is synonymous with someone 
who is at odds with an earthly existence, a dreamer, a sensitive 
soul. Perhaps it is this tension between the otherworldly and a 
sense of homecoming that has captured your imagination and led 
you up to this, your point of departure.

To ready yourself for your journey you’ve spent months 
re-watching the artist Lucy McRae’s sci-fi film The Institute of 
Isolation, in which she invents an architecture that prepares the 
body for extreme conditions, including an anti-gravity chamber 
for weightlessness and an echo-proof chamber to help to adapt 
to the silence of being in a vacuum. Then it’s time to enter 
Orion, Nasa’s deep-space exploration vehicle. The journey will 
take approximately one (Earth) year and you’ll use whatever 
technology you can – there’s no room for yoga – to ensure you 
don’t cry or lose your marbles en route. 

You put on your 8th Sense, which looks like a watch but is 
actually a bio-tuned smart device invented by Adrian Pelkus to 
monitor your state of mind and adjust your mood. Your zero-
gravity coffee cup brings you an unexpected amount of joy – in 
the weightless environment of space, liquid would simply float 
out of the cup and wander were it not for the physics professor 
Mark Weislogel, who has designed a vessel that utilises capillary 
forces and surface tension to direct liquid along a channel 
straight to your lips. 

You calibrate your Z-2 spacesuit, designed by Nasa specifically for 
interplanetary missions, but which in your slightly disoriented 
daze looks almost haute couture, complete with boxy uppers and 
iridescent epaulettes. Taking a deep breath, you step out on to the 
infinite ends of the Martian desert, thinking at first that you’re 
just in Arizona. The temperature is -60°C, but you don’t feel it: 
you have the deviant conceptual artist Annie Ratti’s kimono to go 
over your spacesuit. You don’t notice the weight of the garment, 
because gravity on Mars is a third of what it is on Earth, but 
you move more slowly than usual. Inspired by Wilhelm Reich’s 
philosophy of orgonomic therapy, which postulates the existence 
of an energetic life force called orgone energy, the jacket gathers 
energy from the bluish, luminiferous aether. Its three layers of 
metal and wool – one mesh-like and ductile, the other taut and 
tactile – alternately absorb, reflect and amass “bions”, or magical 
microscopic cell clusters that awaken to life. You are sure it 
protects your bones from demineralising. The effect is a feeling 
of a robust circulation, a sense of osmosis between what is within 
and what lies without.

The swirls of dust, which on Earth may have bothered you, 
shimmer here. You look up. You are amazed by everything, not 
least by the blue sunset and the two moons rising. You carry 
photosensitive paper with you, which works beautifully on Mars. 
How ironic that the future consists of returning to a 2,000-year-
old camera. The assurance of the analogue, you think. You lift a 
rock with three times the ease that you would on Earth, placing 
it on photosensitive paper and letting the weak light rub on to it, 
leaving you with an impression of the real thing.  ••
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You must return to one of three available habitats – will you 
choose one that is functional or more aesthetically pleasing? 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s “Redwood Forest” 
consists of geodesic domes connected by subterranean tunnels. 
They make the ground look effervescent, bubbling over. Inside, 
a canopy of trees keeps the radiation, cold and carbon dioxide 
away. The trunks retain moisture, supplying hydroponic gardens 
with the necessary water to farm fish and vegetables. Solar panels 
line each dome, powering the muscles of this living structure. 

Opposite there is also Clouds AO and SEArch’s Mars Ice House, 
a building 3D-printed in ice. This may have blown your mind 
on Earth, but your credibility gauge has been skewed ever since 
seeing that blue sunset. While scientists have experimented with 
designing capsules that regulate human circadian cycles, the 
Mars Ice House utilises the natural refraction of light through the 
ice crystals. Their translucency, combined with large, hollowed-
out windows, make the house feel ethereal and open rather than 
isolated and enclosed. While it keeps the threat of the cold and 
the low atmospheric pressure (which can make your blood boil) 
out, it also offers a view and a sense of an interaction with the 
space around you. The Ice House becomes a warm home that 
blurs the lines between guest and host. 

Later you find yourself at Marscapes, designed by Romarie 
Gonzalez and Arturo Hernandez, an urbanist DJ duo from Puerto 
Rico. They have imagined a city comprised of recurring nodes, 
each representative of a different culture and a different terrain, 
with music as the connective tissue. Their perception of time is 
in line with the gravity outside – both a slower pace of life and a 
celebration of leisure. You’re not sure why you’re so mesmerised 
by this structure, which looks like a three-dimensional diagram 
of a carbon molecule. Perhaps because the creators survived a 
hurricane on Earth while imagining it, perhaps because you miss 
music, or perhaps simply because it has soul. 

You sit on a carbon-fibre chair designed by Thomas Missé, 
weighing only half a kilo. You appreciate that it looks like a 

chair – this place will never be home, but you like when it feels 
familiar. You look forward to the days when the artists Heidi 
Neilson and Douglas Paulson host their Mars Supper Club, all 
the way from Brooklyn. Their recipes are inspired by nomadic 
cultures around the world and the ingredients sourced from 
their in-kitchen greenhouses. They serve delicious, vacuum-
sealed, balanced diets. Your favourites are the Astronaut Reviver 
cocktail, featuring miracle berries from West Africa, a pickled 
tea-leaf salad inspired by Burma and, finally, an American classic 
– cricket flour-based “Jiminy” mac and cheese. 

You bathe with Orbital Systems’ space-certified shower, which 
recycles and purifies water in real time in order to minimise 
waste. You travel great distances in hydrogen balloons with 
polycarbonate baskets as part of a project called Around Mars 
in 80 Days, designed by Zoé Ghiron & l’X École Polytechnique 
Team. Life is possible here, you marvel. The bulk of these designs 
are a result of the vision of Vera Mulyani, the founder of Mars 
City Design. The company has long envisioned a responsible, 
sustainable future on Mars, offering annual challenges for 
innovators around the world to receive seed funding to realise 
their inventions. Despite her endorsement of technology, Vera 
always told you that the one thing she’d carry with her from Earth 
would be her boyfriend. You daydream about yours, longing for 
a space pigeon to deliver your photographs to him. For all the 
fantastic design surrounding interplanetary travel, you miss a 
tool to send messages back to Earth.

You zoom back. Although you know how to use the operation 
module in the bottom of Orion and can activate the abort system 
in an emergency, you spend most of the year on the upper deck 
with the other astronauts. You do not feel the pulsating heat as 
it re-enters the Earth’s atmosphere, because it has a heat shield, 
and also because you are stunned by the blue. The craft lands in 
the ocean, deploying a striped orange-and-white parachute – just 
like the awning of that Parisian bakery with the best madeleines 
– that unfurls in the air, tempering your speed. The water cradles 
you. You swim out and sink into the sand. You’re home.
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"Opposite there is a building 3D-printed in ice. This may have blown 
your mind on Earth, but your credibility gauge has been skewed ever 

since seeing that blue sunset"


